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Brunnenbräu Hausbrauerei

Von: Oliver Gray <grayoliver@gmail.com>

Gesendet: Mittwoch, 23. April 2014 15:34

An: Brunnenbräu Hausbrauerei

Betreff: Re: your last years blog post "The 10 Types of Craft Beer Drinkers" (May 23, 

2013)

Volker, 
 
Thank you for reaching out! I'm flattered that you liked my post so much.  
 
And of course you can re-blog it. Over in the US, people tend to re-blog without so much as asking, so I 
really appreciate you taking the time to email me. My German is pretty poor, but I trust you'll do a fine job 
with the translation (if you get around to it). 
 
Let me know if you need any other information from me, otherwise, I look forward to seeing it up on your 
site! 
 
Cheers, 
-Oliver 
 

On Wed, Apr 23, 2014 at 12:14 AM, Brunnenbräu Hausbrauerei <brunnenbraeu@aol.com> wrote: 

Oliver, 

  

I just stumbled across your last years blog post “The 10 Types of Craft Beer Drinkers” 

(http://literatureandlibation.com/2013/05/23/the-10-types-of-craft-beer-drinkers/), and I had a lot of fun reading it 
and comparing myself and my friends to the different types you described. Had to recognize that I know them all – 

good examples all around… 

  

I provide a small and humble German blog about beers and breweries (www.brunnenbraeu.eu), read by not more 

than 200 beer geeks mainly in Germany and Poland (but the number is growing). Since your text is absolutely worth 
reading and being spread beyond my facebook contacts (where I have already shared it), I would like to re-publish it 

in my blog, maybe even translate it into German, if I’m going to find the time. Doing this, I would of course provide a 

link to the original source and some nice words about you and your permission in the footer of the text. 

  

Thus, hereby I kindly ask you for permission to re-blog your text on www.brunnenbraeu.eu.  

  

I’m hoping for a positive answer. 

  

With best regards, 
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Volker R. Quante 
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